
Case Status Inquiry 
 
 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<TXLife> 
 <UserAuthRequest> 
  <UserLoginName>USER1</UserLoginName> 
  <UserPswd> 
       <CryptType/> 
       <Pswd>PASSWORD1</Pswd> 
    </UserPswd> 
    <VendorApp> 
       <VendorName VendorCode="1145"/> 
        <AppName>AW</AppName> 
        <AppVer>1.1.00</AppVer> 
     </VendorApp> 
  </UserAuthRequest> 
  <TXLifeRequest> 
    <TransRefGUID>606D67C1-CC4D-11CF-91FB-444554540000</TransRefGUID> 
     <TransType tc="125">Application Status Inquiry</TransType> 
     <TransExeDate>2010-11-12</TransExeDate> 
     <TransExeTime>13:15:33-07:00</TransExeTime> 
     <InquiryLevel tc=”1”>Objects</InquiryLevel> 
     <OLifE>    
       <SourceInfo> 
         <FileControlID>AW_1</FileControlID> 
        </SourceInfo> 
   <TrackingID>AW_3348765</TrackingID> 
   <PolNumber>FT0009878</PolNumber>       
   <CarrierCode>175</CarrierCode> 
     </OLifE> 
  </TXLifeRequest> 
</TXLife> 

Required Conditionally Required Optional 
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Provided by iPipeline

Eric Wright
Provided by iPipeline
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Create your own GUID to uniquely identify each transaction.
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Populate with the transaction date.
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Populate with the transaction time.
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Can also be 2 or 3.  The lower the number the less related data will be returned.  3 will return everything available related to the case.  1 will return basic information.
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Optional. Provided by iPipeline before this can be used.   This is the unique ID for your agency/company within the AW database.
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The AW CASEID.  One method of uniquely identifying the holding/case.  If NOT prefixed with “AW_” it will be used to reference the remote system id stored for this case (perhaps used during a previous case create process by remote system XML or conversion).
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Coupled with the <CarrierCode> element this constitutes another method for uniquely identifying a holding/case.  Only one method is needed.
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This can either be the AW code, or can be the remote system code.  If it’s the latter, it will need to be mapped on the AW side first.  This is required if the <PolNumber> element is going to be used to uniquely identify the case in place of <TrackingID>.



 

Failure/Warning Responses 
“Failure” responses will cause further processing of the request to stop, while “Warning” responses will allow the case create/update process to continue 
without that information. 

Failure:  “Invalide Carrier Code [value]” 
 
Failure:  “Missing File ControlID /[value]” 
 
Failure:  “Missing Carrier Code” 
 
Failure:  “Missing Policy Number” 
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The value in the <CarrierCode> field didn’t match a valid code in the AW DB.
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This element wasn’t found, or a valid value was not sent.
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The <PolNumber> was included without <CarrierCode>
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The <CarrierCode> element was included without <PolNumber>
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